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DXA Investments sold its stake in dog-accessories brand Zee Dog SA to the Brazilian company’s
founders, after they stepped in to stop another private-equity firm from picking up the share.

Based in Rio de Janeiro, Zee Dog makes pet accessories that are sold in more than 3,000 outlets
throughout more than 20 countries, according to DXA. The company, which owns a branded
store in New York and another in Las Vegas, generates more than 50% of its direct sales from
locations outside Brazil, DXA said.

Zee Dog was the first investment DXA made from its debut pool, which closed at about $50
million in 2013, said Oscar Decotelli, DXA’s chief executive.

The Rio de Janeiro private-equity firm bought a 70% stake in Zee Dog in 2012, about a year after
the company was founded by twin brothers Felipe and Thadeu Diz and their childhood friend
Rodrigo Santoro Monteiro, Mr. Decotelli said. As part of an incentive program DXA typically
offers to the management teams it backs, the firm’s stake in Zee Dog was gradually diluted to
about 27% over the years, as the founders consistently beat their targets and gained the right to
buy more shares in the company at symbolic prices, he said.

WSJ Pro Private Equity late last year reported DXA was negotiating the stake sale. DXA
received bids from three private-equity firms and agreed in January to sell the stake to one of
them, Mr. Decotelli said. Zee Dog’s founders, however, exercised their right to acquire the stake
first after raising the necessary financing to match the other potential buyer’s offer, according
to Mr. Decotelli.
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“It was a win-win situation,” he said. “We got the best price we could get because we went to
the market, and [the founders] themselves are buying back the company. This is very rewarding
for us.”

DXA’s sale of its stake, the largest among all individual shareholders, produced a return—
measured in local currency—of about 12 times the capital DXA invested in the company, Mr.
Decotelli added.

Mr. Decotelli and a partner founded DXA in 2012. The firm, which also has hedge-fund and
special-situation strategies in addition to its private-equity operation, typically backs small
and midsize Brazilian companies at their early stages of development.

DXA is seeking up to $75 million for its second fund, DXA Excelsior II, and $75 million more for a
co-investment pool, Mr. Decotelli said. He added the firm expects to hold a first closing of the
fund at $20 million in March or April.
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